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“Organizations and Individuals are trying to transform to paperless
transactions, but they are still signing lots of physical papers”

INDORSE CLOUD is a SaaS platform for PDF content signing and processing to
accelerate the digital transformation in a simple, cost effective and secure way.
INDORSE CLOUD Signer can annotate, prepare, sign, seal, endorse, protect,
collaborate, archive and manage his PDF content.

Features:
Document Signing Certificate from world Trusted CA is included in subscription price.
PKI Based Digital Signature over the Cloud without the need to download the
document for signing it digitally.
Fully responsive Web Application with that can be used as Mobile App, no smart cards,
USB Tokens and no need for a driver to install.
High availability with Disaster Recovery.
Keys are stored in FIPS 140-1 level 2 cryptographic HSM in the Cloud secured by
User’s 2 factors authentication Software Tokens.
Content Management, versioning, permissions, folder rules, indexing, document
process workflow with Email notifications
Secure Enrollment of signatures in vector format, for copy protection.
Annotate, Sign, Seal and Endorse by e-Pen, Touch or Mouse.
Biometric signature verification option for a 3rd factor authentication.
Sign, Seal or Endorse one or many (bulk) documents.
Document Protection to encrypt documents with users keys.
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Benefits
Fast and efficient services to save time, money and efforts in signing,
sealing, endorsing and collaborating documents.
INDORSE CLOUD signed, sealed or endorsed documents are legally
enforceable at any court of law.
You can access INDORSE CLOUD from any where and from any computer,
tablet or smartphone.
The highest security standards are followed to achieve the required
identification, authenticity, availability, integrity, non-repudiation,
accountability, confidentiality and authorization.
Localized in STC datacenters to meet local requirements.
Protect organizations from fraud by managing permissions, notifications ,
folder rules and document encryption.
No complex renewal procedures, no risk of token loss or theft: keys and
certificates are fully secured by INDORSE CLOUD Trust Service.

Contacts

To subscribe: https://cloud.stc.com.sa/marketplace/services/360/
For more information, send email to: info@indorse.net
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